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DOCUMENT PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
As one of God’s servants and watchmen, our purpose is to present ministries “that now must urgently
and immediately be accomplished.” Signs now signal that the endtimes are soon-coming without
warning that will prevent these ministries from being accomplished in freedom. I most highly
recommend the following vital and urgent ministries needed that bring wonderful biblical eternal
blessings and benefits for doing them. However, most severe eternal and endtimes penalties result
if we do not accomplish them particularly with excellence. Doctrines teach unambiguously that the
Church will go through the endtimes Tribulation (e.g. see our summary ppt document: Determining
How Revelation’s Endtimes Unfold (Endtimes Prophecy) Leading To What Our Churches Should
Urgently Do Now. The ministries are meant to bring added value, much more of God’s best, and
greater excellence before God. (We will be more likely to do them if we are (become) eternity and
outcome oriented). I am most willing to work with church leaders, elders, and pastors to train and/or
help in these ministries. There is much background help in my website documents, including Scriptural
development.
NOTE: These ministries must be accomplished regardless of our prophetic views. The situation now,
however, is that the remaining time in freedom to do so appears to be very short or limited indeed.
Thus, we must act with a sense of urgency and excellence.
MINISTRY ONE:
IMMEDIATELY AND URGENTLY EVANGELIZE AND DISCIPLE THE CHILDREN
NEEDED MINISTRY: “Immediately and urgently” evangelize and disciple the children in our
communities “before” world government comes (Even before a Pre-Tribulation Rapture if there were
to be one). We must begin “now,” not wait a few months.
MAJOR CONCERNS: Signs signal loudly that the time remaining in freedom until world government
comes appears to be very short. We must urgently evangelize the children while we still can before
world government comes.
PURPOSE: We need to evangelize and disciple the children so they can go to heaven and be used
now in ministries, especially as they become teenagers and adults. This is so our ministries can
continue and expand. Saving the children now prevents them from not being saved under world
government.
OBSERVATION AND BENEFITS: Train the children, and they will continue that way as they grow up.
85% of those coming to Christ do so in the age range 4-14. Many, if not most, who minister as
teenagers and/or adults were saved as children. If we want to maintain a Christian world and major
Christian ministries, we must evangelize and disciple the children. But we must do so “urgently”
before world government comes and then with excellence.
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METHOD AND COST: Work with Child Evangelism Fellowship ( CEF), working with other churches,
to establish tens and tens of after school Bible clubs. Records show that 25-80 children can be
reached per club. CEF has been a major world-wide ministry for about 80 years and has excellent
ministry materials needed to evangelize and disciple the children. CEF can train workers and their
training materials are excellent. If we established ten clubs for example, we might reach from 250 to
800 children. We can also use other methods.
PENALTIES FOR NOT DOING THE URGENT MINISTRY: World government is coming that will
satanically educate-indoctrinate the children and prevent our churches from doing the evangelism.
World government will attempt to change the world by keeping the children from the Bible and Christ
and orienting them to the corrupted benefits of wrong sex, world government, and world religion. Thus,
not having saved children, as world government comes and continues, will eventually create Satan’s
world composed of grown up satanically indoctrinated children. Our children will not be saved and be
in ministry as they grow to teenagers and adults. As our world is being transformed, this is most
terrible.
MINISTRY TWO:
MATURE OUR PEOPLE TO “THE MAXIMUM” IN CHRIST-LIKENESS,
BEING OUTCOME AND ETERNITY ORIENTED
NEEDED MINISTRY: “Immediately” provide the needed training to mature our people, including our
children and youth, toward the maximum high skill spiritual ability in Christ-likeness.
NEEDED OBSERVATION: There are a set of needed courses to gain a college degree. Likewise
there are a set of needed topics that one needs to live experientially to become and be maximumly
mature in Christ-likeness. We need to know what they are and train with them. We need to write them
down and help each other summarize them. To accomplish this result, we need to be “outcome
oriented” and search the entire Bible for ALL that God wants us to become, and then, also, be
“procedure oriented” to search the entire Bible for ALL the topics needed to gain (be discipled to) the
desired outcome. We should be able to read our search results somewhere. We can update them as
we learn more. A good start for method and topics are found in our web site document: Keys to
Becoming Mature in Christ-likeness In Godly Relationship Living found under Training. Also see our
ppt training charts.
MAJOR CONCERNS: Signs now signal loudly that the time remaining until world government comes
appears to be very short - only a few months or years before we go into the Tribulation. We must
mature our people, including our children and young people, to the highest skill levels before world
government comes. Mature people will be in more ministry.
PURPOSE AND BENEFITS: God placed us on the earth with the outcome goal that we become
maximumly mature in Christ-likeness so that in all eternity we can relate to and know our infinite
perfect God toward His depth and breadth, living perfect holy and righteous lives in fellowship with Him
and each other. Apart from this purpose, there is nothing as the major outcome or goal.
NEEDED UNDERSTANDING: We must train with how we live the Christian life - become Christ-like-,
not just with Bible content and doctrines. And we must train with sufficient of the needed topics. Using
fewer topics, our people will not become as mature. As a minimum, the topics must include (they all
have depth and breadth): (1) glorifying, obeying, honoring, and pleasing God; (2) living as Christ lives
in head subordinate relationships including by faith and sacrificial love; (3) helping to accomplish
God’s work: evangelizing, discipling to maturity, building godly families, planting churches, and helping
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the needy; (4) believing and standing firm on the basic Christian faith doctrines; and (5) having a
personal devotional life of prayer and Bible reading.
METHOD AND COST: We must establish all the training that should be accomplished and what can
be done in a short time. We can organize the training such as in seminars and extra Bible classes.
We must remember, that when training, we must train with what to do, how to do it, examples
for how to do it, testimony for how we did it, and place our people in forms of on-the-job
training. (The teacher should have previously lived out the teachings.)
PENALTIES FOR NOT DOING THE MINISTRY: The Bible teaches we are to pursue maturity (e.g.
Hebrews 6:1). Though the Bible does not directly teach it, doctrines signal loudly that the degree of
our mature skill level in walking with Christ we have at death, we very likely will have forever. (The
training environment that God uses now will not be allowed in heaven.) There are no Bible teachings
that infer our maturity in Christ will or can increase in heaven. All of biblical history is for the purpose
we be in Christ and reach a maximum maturity (being complete) in Him. So going into heaven with
less mature spiritual-skill ability than what God desires for us can limit the amount we can know and
relate to an infinite God throughout eternity. This is a most eternal terrible result because God is
infinite in all prefect attributes that exist. We are talking about eternity here and living under His
perfection. We must mature our people even if we believe differently in case we are wrong. And we
must do it before world government comes and train our people, including our children and youth, to
gain more maturity as they walk by faith under a persecuting world government.
ADJUNCTS TO THESE MINISTRIES ( ONE AND TWO)
We must warn our people urgently because signs and conditions now loudly signal that the endtimes
calamity and tribulation, that they will go through, can come at any time. Only God knows the precise
timing. But our training and preparation must not be late. They are to be alerted, warned, and
prepared or they will be caught blind sided like by a sudden earthquake, as the calamity comes
without warning. They should be trained as to how the endtimes unfold and what they will experience
as they come. Both the adjunct and above ministries need to be accomplished with urgency even if
one believes a Pre-Tribulation Rapture. (My website has detailed documents on endtimes prophecy.)
To be complete, church leaders should personally research the dangerous impacts of using (loud
repetitive syncopated beat) rock music in our Sunday services and schools and avoid using it. Many
believe, as the literature presents, “the music structure” is satanic. It has been used in Voodooism and
the cults to call up evil spirits and demons. This being true, cannot this music be a method to
transform our churches without their realization or desire, believing they are doing right? Does such
music bring worship to God? The problem does not lie with the instruments used, but how they are
played. Leaders must be right here to have God’s best for His people, including for the children and
youth. After their research, leaders should brief their people on the dangers of using loud beat rock
music and provide other music for them. When filled with the Holy Spirit, we are to sing “melody from
our hearts” to the Lord (e.g. Ephesians 5:18-19).
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